User Manual
TS-BT35FA02
(2-in-1 Bluetooth Audio Receiver & Transmitter)
This 2-in-1 Bluetooth Audio transmitter & receiver device offers a cost-effective solution to transform your devices without Bluetooth functionalities into Bluetooth-enabled ones. Get ready for wireless audio enjoyment!

2-in-1
If you are still racking your brains trying to figure out which type of Bluetooth adapter suits you best, this unit is rightly the one to help you out. The functions of transmitter and receiver are so gorgeously and seamlessly integrated into this unit that your audio enjoyment will meet superb enhancement and will never be the same again!

Small, simple but amazing

Using this matchbox-size unit is just as easy as pie. The transmitter mode and receiver mode are simply one-button switchable. This is no doubt a superlative unit you can always rely on in terms of overall performance, standby time, working time and other metrics.

How it works?

This item has double working modes:

1. RX (Receiver mode): Switch to RX, Press and hold the button for 6-7 seconds, until the red and blue LEDs flash alternatives, turn on mobile phone or other Bluetooth-enabled device to search the receiver, select DL-LINK, enter pin code "0000". When pairing is finished, LED will flash slowly. Play music, music will now be played wireless to the speaker.

2. TX (Transmitter mode): Switch to TX, Press and hold the button for 6-7 seconds, until the red and blue LEDs flash alternatives, connect with TV/Mp3 or other devices without Bluetooth, When pairing is finished, LED will flash slowly. Enjoy the music.